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The Chairman Report 

Hello again!  
 
We are half way through the year and The Rising Foundation 
continues its work in six South Auckland schools. The demand for 
our programme continues to grow with a waiting list of schools now 
developing including schools from the Bay of Plenty, West Auckland 
and Northland. The need for funds is the only limiter we have to 
expansion so the Trustees are renewing our efforts to raise funds to 
enable the growth of the Foundation. I want to acknowledge the 
hard work and enthusiasm of our fund raising committee consisting 
of Lady Sarah Fay, Diane Bongard and John Wardrop. This unpaid 
team along with Donna Rogers put in hours of effort to ensure the 
continuity of our current programme and work tirelessly towards 
potential expansion. 
 
Fundraising is not an easy role as we focus on support from 
Charitable Trusts and organise our own fundraisers. The support we 
get from our Trust backers is incredible and the ongoing support we 
get from Duco Events is frankly humbling!  
 
The team At Duco led by David Higgins and Dean Lonergan provide 
The Rising Foundation with much needed funding and without their 
support we would not be able to bring our programme to as many 
students as we do right now. 
 

A number of individuals also provide direct support to The Rising 
Foundation and I want to acknowledge their generous support. In 
particular I want to publicly thank Sir Michael Fay for his very 
generous support of $100,000 per year. Michael's generosity on its 
own enables our programme to be delivered to 100 students per 
year. 
 
To all our other Corporate supporters especially Beko Appliances 
and Breville Appliances I say thank you also. Your continuing 
generosity shows consumers of New Zealand that your 
organisations have true heart and that the culture of your 
respective companies runs much deeper than simply selling your 
wonderful products to Kiwi homes. I would ask that all our 
supporters do what they can to support the companies that support 
us!! 
 
Regards 
John Bongard 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Trustee Member Spiel 

Kay Spencer is the Executive Chairman of buying group, NARTA, the 
National Association of Retail Traders of Australia.  An accomplished 
leader, Kay joined NARTA in 1998 after rising through the ranks at 
Sharp Corporation of Australia where she became the first female 
director in a Japanese company.  Kay also held the position of 
Sharp’s General Manager – Sales and Marketing. 

Under Kay’s leadership at NARTA, the organisation’s annual turnover 
has grown from $350 million to more than $3.4 billion.  Today 
NARTA is the largest buying group of independent retailers in 
Australia and New Zealand. 

Although Kay now lives in Australia, she is a Kiwi by birth, born and 
grew up in Kakatahi, New Zealand.  Kay travels to NZ frequently, and 
regularly spends time with family in the Wanganui area. 

 

Kay has experience within the not for profit sector, having been a 
director for Hands Across the Water since 2009.   

As an accomplished leader, Kay brings to The Rising Foundation her 
extensive knowledge of the business and charity sectors, as well as 
compassion and care for the children. 

 

NEWSLETTER 
TERM 1 & Term 2 

 2014 



Hi everyone 
 
My name is Sarah Fay and I have been involved with The Rising Foundation for 
over a year.   
 
I became involved with the Foundation because I wished to help children who 
came from a more disadvantaged background and who would probably 
become our future leaders and make a difference to their communities. 
 
I have been blessed in having a very privileged background and had the time 
and energy to put somewhere.  I was introduced to John and Diane Bongard 
and then met its Programme Director , and all those gorgeous students from 
The Rising Foundation. 
 
I have spent most of the last year going to South Auckland on Tuesdays to 
attend the lunch time meetings and also attending some of the camps that The 
Rising Foundation runs during the holidays.  I will definitely be going on some 
of those during the upcoming holidays. 
 
Not only is the programme wonderful for students, it is great for adults too.  I 
have learned a great deal about myself also.  Perhaps we could run a Rising 
weekend for adults and they could read ‘Gem of the First Water’ and go 
through the process that the training calls the ‘Stick Man’!!! 
 
I really enjoy these students and what they have to offer.  I have got to know 
some of them quite well and love to see the changes in all of them.  Going on 
the camps makes a huge difference to my involvement with The Rising 
Foundation.  I feel part of it and wish to do more.  It is a very grounding 
experience and it helps everyone to grow up and realise what opportunities are 
available to them. 
 
I am very happy that I am involved and will continue to stay involved in the 
future. 
 
I wish to give very special thanks to The Rising Foundation who taught me the 
meaning of the word ‘COURAGE’.  And that is what The Rising Foundation is 
about.   
 
Courage to do what you know is right, feeling good about it and getting on with 
it!!!! 

 
Lady Sarah Fay. 

TRF Supporter`s Spiel 
Lady Sarah Fay 



TRF Christmas Break Respite Camp 2013/14 

TRF has been running these camps for the last 6 years; an      

opportunity to give students and families (38) across our 

schools a break in the Christmas / New Year Holidays 10—14 

days away from the big smoke— after a strenuous year; to heal; 

rest and recuperate but at the same time— not getting away 

from our workshops/training and reflections of the year that’s 

been and to come.  Heading to the Bongard's for some with a 

day of fishing; gathering seafood & activities such as kayaking; 

sea biscuit etc. and to finish off the day with a hearty meal.   

More activities such as diving; horse trekking; pig hunting; the 

killing; dressing; cooking and serving our New Years eve dinner 

at 1.00am was not just a treat but a fulfilling evening to capture 

all the discussion around it.  There's something about either 

being in the bush; around water or just around the camp fire 

with a juicy lamb cooking away and awesome company that 

just bring healing to the mix.  Thank you to all our sponsors and 

supporters who makes these moments throughout the year 

happen.  



The Dick Smith NRL Auckland Nines 2014 

www.ducoevents.co.nz 

This event would have been one of the highlights of our guys lives; being part of such a great event and all the accolades must 

be extended to all those who have worked tirelessly behind the scene over the year I`m sure to get it to be one of if not the 

great events in New Zealand. 

Duco Events; have done kiwis proud to get such an awesome weekend off the ground; The Rising Foundation was not only 

privileged to be the Charity of choice but to be part of the action at the gates around Eden Park.  Selling weekend programme 

booklets throughout the duration of the weekend, an experience our students will never ever forget.  

Even today seven months on, they still talk about it; and that’s the kind of impact it had on them. And I`m sure the nation.  

www.beko.co.nz 

During the day past players played 

a charity game of touch with 

proceeds going to The Rising 

Foundation with each scoring tries 

valued at $1,000.00, only thanks 

to BEKO NZ.  

Given the competitive nature of 

these players resulted in a few 

tries scored but the huge           

generosity of BEKO and its          

Australasia Sales Manager Murray  

Linn      donated $20k to The Rising      

Foundation for our cause in which 

we all say……... 

THANK YOU. 



TRF Community Friends 

The Rising Foundation would like to acknowledge all Sponsors, Family Trusts, Corporate Businesses,   

Individuals, local businesses, School Trustees, Principals, Staff, Families & our Community Trusts who 

have sponsored a child/s or have assisted us to expand our programme “Unlocking Your Potential”.    

2013/14 has seen 1620 individual youth, their families and friends participate in our programmes 

across the wider Auckland area. Your generous help and support have seen many mind shifts and lives 

changed that have seen youth with a confidence to set themselves goals for the next 1, 3, 5 years.        

To embrace differences; to expand their networks; understand time management & more…... 

Thank you for choosing to support The Rising Foundation; it is truly appreciated by all. 

TRF had a visit from various people across Auckland intrigued 

with what they`ve heard across our school`s; pictured from 

left to right: Susan Macken—BNZ Director; Gary Monk—Local 

Chairman BNZ; Reece Morrison & Billie Paterson Pukekohe 

High Head Students; Sir Bob Harvey & our own John Bongard. 

Our very own Azura Lane is flanked by SAMEX Ltd Director`s 

Blair Knill & Rob Donley  who have kindly donated a brand 

new Laptop to assist Azrua in her studies. 

Visiting TRF from left to right; Kaitlyn Murray; Nicola Keen—
Biggelaar—SKYCITY Community Trust & CSR Manager; Aaron 
Ward (SKYCITY TRUST  Supporter); Hana Faleatua & Lupe Soapi—
TRF Student Advisers. 

Here`s our very own TRF Board member Peter Goldsmith 

and his wife Carol who kindly donated three trailer loads of 

well needed firewood being delivered to a Nana & her six         

grandchildren in Pukekohe. Peter is being assisted by Lupe 

Soapi & Nicki Pinataake of TRF Pukekohe High School.  



The Rising Foundation 
Celebrating Children Day 

Today was an eventful day where TRF celebrated Children's Day. 

Inviting families and friends to enjoy one another's company. 

As usual we stick to the four group challenges; sports and           

dramas. 

Each group was to show off their talents by displaying 

professional stalls; selling a variety of foods with each group also 

presenting the best: 

Cake—Pie—Ice cream—etc. judged by the strictest of judges 

Coming together with my kids to join The Rising 

today to have fun with your leaders was good for 

me to see how she interacts with others as she can 

be really shy. 

Thank you—Year 9 Mum 



TRF Manurewa High School 
Term 1 —Auckland City Camp 

Friday 18 April—Monday 21 April 

This camp we had 32 students come to Auckland City for their Term 1 camp. For many it was a whole new experience of things 

to do such as the Auckland Harbour Bungy Jump testing their abilities—following the terms theme of testability. Testability is 

the notion of testing boundaries, emotions etc. This concept of testability also took on another toll through everyone’s mental 

capability, pushing people to their limits in safe and comforting environments and situations like the Amazing Race around the 

whole of Auckland CBD. A Year 11 student said that “once I was aware of what I was going through, I could put a name to the 

emotion and then calm down. Testability pushed me so far, however I was able to push myself further and cope. I feel stronger 

as a person, today”.  

What I captured from our camp to Auckland City was the minds turning from habits that once ruled them, to a new                 

understanding and depth in every activity we did. I really felt the bond!  We all reached out together to grab each other’s 

hands and move forward. Not only that, but a sense of belonging with one another we felt comfortable and at ease like       

nothing was impossible to do because if my mate can do that, so can I. Characters became really defined and shone        

throughout the whole of that camp.  And not only did we learn to focus on one another and listen and give your input to make 

an impact, but also created a foundation. This gave me the attitude to give everything a go because I had that foundation, I 

had that support. This is what I captured…. Year 11 Girl. 



TRF Sir Edmund Hillary Collegiate & TRF Wesley College  
Term 1 —Auckland City Camp 

Term 1 at Sir Edmund Hillary saw us learning more about our theme TESTABILITY. Testability to many of the students 
was defined as, when in times of their character being tested, how did they react or push through the situation?  

The camp held at Te Unga Waka Marae in Epsom provided the perfect centre for our camp, as many of the challenges 
faced there tested every bit of their mental capacity. From running around Auckland CBD in a TRF Amazing Race; to 
bunging off the Harbour Bridge; to getting only three hours sleep a night - this camp surely challenged everyone. 
However; as we were teaching, the students all pushed through.  

SEHC students also had the opportunity as being a relatively new school to learn the TRF fundamental pillars. Students 
took to these pillars whole heartedly, with some of the students teaching their whole class in front of their teachers 
these very four pillars! All in all, it was an awesome learning experience for the students, with life long teachings being 
imprinted into their minds.  

A Year 10 student said this of her experiences: “I learnt that when life gives you a challenge, you have to go through it. 
Just like the bungy jump. If you just don't choose to do it, then you’re not living life”. 



TRF Papakura High School 
Term 1 —Auckland City Camp 

Friday 25 April—Monday 28 April  

I have been in The Rising Foundation for 5 years. I started in 2010. For myself, this journey 
has been the most extreme journey ever and has built up a lot of self-identity. I remember 
my very first meeting I was absolutely shy and joining this group was very nerve racking. 
When I first joined up I didn’t understand the four pillars that well. My journey was very 
up and down like a rollercoaster. The camps I did go on were lifetime opportunities and 
by having that opportunity, I felt very fortunate to get that chance. I remember the first 
camp I went on was in the city. There, we did activities like an amazing race. This camp 
was my first taste of TRF and it was quite an amazing first impression. There I developed 
skills of communication and not being shy. Just being open minded. This camp put the 
pillar ‘collaboration’ in place. It felt weird at first to interact with people I never knew but I 
got over it and just pushed through.  My next camp were excursions from school this 
would have been the camp that impacted me the most. For me, my biggest fear is heights 
and this was the ultimate camp that helped me to overcome it. One of the main activities 
was to bungy jump off the harbour bridge.  I was very afraid, so afraid I cried before we 
got there.  But I knew if I hadn’t done it that it would’ve been a big regret. So I just picked 
myself up and thought yes I am going to bungy jump and I did it. That was probably the 
most proudest moment that I have ever had. Accomplishing my biggest/worst fear shot 
my confidence up to a high level.  

From that one camp I have found courage in myself that I never knew I had and this was just the 
one extra piece to my puzzle of finding my identity.  I found that by thinking I can’t do 
something, I won’t do it. So the pillar ‘Mensa’ played a part at this camp.  My positive mind-set 
actually helped me to make that jump. Then I got involved with our school Kapa Haka through to 
Year 11, I attended another camp which was in Turangi. There we did activities like jet boats, 
helicopter ride and looking at a view from Mt Ruapehu. This camp was an easy going camp and 
because I was now a senior this is where my accurate representation starting coming into place.  
As a senior I had to set a good example for the new ones coming through and Year 13 came 
around. I thought about my experience and journey I had started and by coming back in Year 13 
I could graduate and finish what I had begun. The recent camp I went on was just day excursions 
and we did cooking challenges, Waiwera Hot Pools and more. As a Year 13 I had become an 
advisor. Being an advisor was something different because I wasn’t being led; I was leading and 
giving advice to those younger than me. Being in this position was weird but I knew that being 
the older person I had to lead everyone else. Here the pillar ‘creativity’ came into place. I could 
give creative ideas to my younger peers and pass on all the knowledge that this group has 
implemented into me. The Rising Foundation has given me a chance to put my pieces to my 
puzzle and finally reveal my true identity. I am glad I have been a part of this group because now 
that I have nearly graduated I can help and also be part of other people’s journey.   

Ariana Tupouto`a—Year 13 Prefect 



TRF Pukekohe High School 
Term 1 —Auckland City Camp 

“The thing I found that really inspired me from camp was that : Yes, I am  not perfect, yes, I 

have many faults, and yes, I do  have things that define me. But in The Rising, I found that 

people accepted me, faults and all. They found what made me. Behind all the designer clothes, 

bright lights and flashy things, they discovered that there was a really wonderful  girl....and so 

did I.  

When in The Rising, I found so many people joined because they want to change who they are. 

They want to become a better person. Although yes, The Rising can provide you these things, I 

really believe they are missing the picture. The Rising is so much more than that! They are a 

shining beacon of hope, they are the friend that holds up an umbrella for you when it’s raining, 

that dude that cracks a funny joke that makes you laugh the rest of the day, the friend that just 

gets you, they are just ….family.” - Year 10 Girl  

AMAZING RACE—FISHING—SINGING— WORKSHOP—Dancing—Training  

THEME—AGENTS OF CHANGE 



Outward Bound 
Leaps & Bounds Course 

21—28 June 2014 

Before Outward Bound my Dad and I weren't exactly close, talking only when we needed to. When I was 

offered a place on the Outward Bound journey by The Rising Foundation, my Dad and I saw it as an 

opportunity to challenge ourselves and have a once in a life time experience. Little did we know that 

during the eight day course we would be forced to look deep into our personal relationships and how we 

can strengthen them; navel gazing is not exactly one of our strong points. So as you can imagine, we 

were in quite an awkward position. The “deep and meaningful” talks seemed to last for hours, the long 

hand written letters were filled with things that had never been said aloud and each challenge we 

endured, we endured as a team. Being forced to do these things pushed both my Dad and I past our 

breaking points and resulted in quite a few “I want to go home” moments. However, as our strenuous 

yet exciting eight day voyage came to an end we realised that relying, talking to and being with each 

other was now easier and overall a lot more relaxed. The awkward moments had now disappeared and  

now are a lot closer than ever. Even though Outward Bound was challenging and tiring, I am so thankful 

for everything it taught my Dad and I. The memories made will never be forgotten and it will always be 

that special time I got to spend with my Dad.  - Nikita Henwood Year 13 



TRF Papakura High 2014 
HWCT Camp Awhitu—1 

Overcast…  but a break for an early morning sunrise…  

Being trained by highly skilled ex—SAS soldiers 
of the NZ Army for 12 solid days is something 
TRF has capitalised on; Its like stumbling on a 
river in the middle of a desert. The High Wire 
Charitable Trust CEO Dave Hopkins; an ex senior 
ranking officer himself has committed HWCT 
personnel Rawiri Lloyd to allow our students 
across South Auckland to attend and participate 
in their training camp—Te Ara Tika Programme 
designed by Lloyd  himself.  

The programme is designed around the 
philosophies of HWCT and Lloyds own journey 
and experiences growing up and serving 
overseas globally. 

Men like Hopkins; Lloyd, Shane Hepi, AJ and 
others not to mention their female personnel 
Surinder Edwards within HWCT have a wealth of              
experiences and skills that I believe NZ               
communities needs to capitalise on as TRF does 
hence; TRF is truly  thankful for the generosity 
and vision HWCT CEO Dave Hopkins shares with 
us. 

Eels for 2nites feed 



TRF Papakura High 2014 
HWCT Camp Awhitu—2 

Clear skies…  for an early morning sunrise... 

During the first two weeks of Term 3, six students were taken away on a 12 day camp to Awhitu peninsula with the High Wire Trust          

participating in the Te Ara Tika, A better path programme. While there the students picked up valuable survival skill such as trap setting to 

catch food, tidal readings, learning to name trees and their medicinal uses and also first aid skills and what to do in an emergency. Students     

prepared their own dinners each night by competing in a My Kitchen Rules (MKR) style of cooking where they were to prepare and present 

their own menu to be judged by the rest of the crew. An important part of the programme was equipping the students with skills to engage 

groups of people. Students not only took part in Adventure based learning (ABL) but learned how to become competent in facilitating and 

leading groups through these activities. A Year 11 girl saying it “allowed me to step out of my comfort zone having to step up and lead    

people”. Spending the first week in the cabins, students then went into the bush for the remainder of camp. There they set up their own 

shelters and slept in waterproof sleeping bags with only a thin foam mattress separating them from the dirt. While out in the bush they 

learnt how to catch and gather their own food such as eels, fish and oysters and cooked atop an open fire in the outdoors and also learned 

how to rough it in the bush without having proper showers. During the night they had activities such as the boomer trail that sent 

individuals into complete darkness alone which allowed each of them to trust in themselves to walk on their own into unknown terrain. 

From this camp aside from the routine and disciplinary concept, I think that each individual took home with them the knowledge of 

something they didn’t know about themselves, have built better relationships with their peers and gained a better appreciation for the 

outdoors and the things within their lives that are readily available to them. 

2 days feed 

Off for our 12K hike…. 



TRF Sir Edmund Hillary Colligate 2014 

During Term 2 saw ten students attend a 12 day outdoor survival leadership camp in Awhitu, which is run by the HWCT (High 

Wire Charitable Trust). Each of the students were referred by the School Principal because of their potential that was required 

to be brought forth. 

The first day consisted of the students just getting to know each other and settling in on what would be a very hard and 

challenging 12 days. They also were challenged on the first day to establish the rules for the whole 12 days and then keep to 

them, which was a very hard test for them all.  

Throughout the 12 days the students were challenged consistently physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. Every day 

there was something new and exciting for them to do and learn, like how to make a stretcher for an injured person from some 

branches and rope. 

This camp the students learnt new skills such as discipline, punctuality and minor things like how to cook: all being applicable 

to their daily lives. 

Having a conversation with one of the students two months after camp, he told me how grateful he is that he attended.  

He met new people that he “hangs” with during school. He told me that the crowd that he used to always associate with were 

going downwards, but he sees himself heading back up.  

He has nearly passed his NCEA Level 1, and is penciled in to be a leader in 2015 for TRF. 



TRF Manurewa High 
Daily Excursions 
7—10 July 2014 

The July excursions provided the perfect background for our new members of Manurewa High School to live and breathe what 

The Rising Foundation is all about. We had many new students join the programme that are Year 10, looking to fill the rolls of 

senior buddy over time and beginning their journey with us. During these holidays, we done things like swimming at Parakai 

and Waiwera, laser tag, high ropes by the airport and many other things like cooking challenges and games that tested each 

and every student and their groups collaboration. A Year 10 student said of the experience “I don’t feel accepted at school, 

don’t really have many friends. The others in TRF are friendly as and made me feel really welcome. I love my new group and 

how they look out for me”. By providing the backdrop, we are able to force students into situations where they are able to 

grow deeper and stronger relationships.  



TRF Pukekohe High  
Term 2 Excursions—Theme: SYNERGY 

7—11 July 2014 

Working together in unison is such a beautiful thing that can only be mastered if you allow it to happen. I personally, was a  

person that really didn’t like letting things happen! I had to know what was happening, and what time it was happening. Term 

2 excursions was a great experience for me as it really taught me to go with the flow and learn to accept things as they come. 

Not only did I learn the concept of letting things happen but I learnt to truly work with a group of people, I learnt to trust    

others and to ask for help to get a task done.  

It was a full on week of activities that had you on your toes continuously never really having a chance to rest. Which in some 

respect was great experience for not only me but many others that surrounded me. I learnt to put my trust into others with 

challenges put forward that were far beyond my capability alone.  Pita Phillips Year 10. 

Waiwera—Bob Sledge Design—Dance—Paintball—MiD Winter Christmas—Parakai—Cook off and much much more... 



Papakura High & SEHC 
Term 2 Excursions 
14—18 July 2014 

Term 2’s camp for The Farm was put on hold due to the extreme flooding in Northland, however this did not stop us! TRF 
SEHC joined with Papakura High School, and we did daily excursions around Auckland. For many, it was a first time experience 
for some students doing activities such as Paintball and seeing snow, and also leaving Auckland for the first time, with looks of 
awe when we arrived at Waiwera Hot Pools.   

With our theme for Term 3 being SYNERGY, SEHC students were able to put this in a context of being in unfamiliar terrain, 
experiencing new opportunities and new people. This brought on an extra challenge, but also an opportunity to fully live and 
breathe what we had been talking about the whole term. 

For SEHC being relatively quite new to TRF family, it was a good time for these students to meet and bond with new students 
from different schools. Networking like this showed the Hillary students that they are part of a bigger picture, and members of 
a wider TRF family.  



TRF STUDENT BUSINESS ARM 

FUNDRAISING VENTURES ACROSS TRF SCHOOLS 

Over the years TRF students have been seeking opportunities to implement and action fundraising ideas; and every term is no 

different; this in order to come up with their contribution towards their camps fees. Within TRF programme framework - is a     

business model where students are taught processes that find themselves to be financially confident, independent and can        

mitigate debt and debt-causing behaviours that will be useful throughout their life. (Scaffolding Framework) (1) Every group has 

a Year13 advisor/HR Manager who has come up from the ranks themselves and overlooks the pastoral care role of individuals 

across their respective group; (2) Followed by Year 12s—who are all C.E.Os of their group. All hold different portfolio—uniform 

checks/academic side of their down lines/another oversees attendances, BUT only one is elected “Chairperson” who oversees and 

chairs meetings etc. Also within their role some are elected by the Chair as their Secretary and C.F.O. (3) Year 11s are senior 

buddies who have juniors attached to them as junior buddies (Year 10s & 9s) who make up the rest of the committee. All welfare 

of individuals are reported back to the group on a weekly basis; These pictures are TRF students from various schools involved 

with their fundraising objectives either around school or in their communities. Leading by example —           

     a HAND UP not HAND OUT! 

TRF Papakura High 

TRF Pukekohe High 

TRF Papakura High 

TRF Papakura High 

TRF Pukekohe High 

TRF Pukekohe High 

TRF Sir Edmund Hillary 

TRF Sir Edmund Hillary 



First time ever in TRF history JB Graduates come together from three different schools; Sir Edmund Hillary Collegiate, 
Papakura High & Pukekohe High Schools...... We as the TRF Board are so proud of each one and those that have gone on 
to Tertiary or simply into the workforce.... to you all we say congrats!  
Another memorable moment with the tracking of our past leaders who came through the programme: 
2009 - Papakura High Head boy:     Bradley Laugton            
 Prefect:                                    Chyna Phelan 
2010 - Papakura High Head Boys: Feleti Lotulelei & Wiremu Mehana  
          - Papakura High Head Girls: Ellie White & Zakyyah Ali           
 Prefects:            Les Richard, Puhipi Busby 
2011 - Papakura High Head Boys  Mita Tupaea & Moananui Te Rito-Hori         
 Prefects:                                Grace Kingi; Freja Neilsen; Chloe Bilton; Samu Malu;  
2012 - Papakura High Head Boys: Gideon Rihari & Patrick Pakuliki Mailata  
        Prefects            Jasmine Day; Jordan Tanielu     
2013 - Papakura High Head Girls:  Trishana Day; Taylor Cressey           
          - Pukekohe High Head Girls: Tiare Matara & Stephanie Tema  

          - SEHC Prefects:            Ansley Pu`a; Herman   
2014 - Papakura High Head Boys: Calvin Locke Tautari & Aviata Tanielu (Deputy)        
 Prefects:                               Ariana Tupouto`a; Arthur Crichton; Ben Abela; Justin Waru         

          - Pukekohe High Head Boy: Reece Morrison                              
 Pukekohe High Head Girl:  Billie Paterson 

 Prefects:            Virginia Talifolau; Liana Vaipa—Rice; Jordan Oppert; Lupe Soapi;  

         - SEHC Head Boy:                    Christopher Seiuli                                           

            Prefects:            Monique Shepard; Gwendoline Peyroux 

TRF  JB Graduation 2013 Dinner 

https://www.facebook.com/feleti.lotulelei
https://www.facebook.com/wiremu.mehana
https://www.facebook.com/ellie.white.33821
https://www.facebook.com/MiTsKeZ
https://www.facebook.com/MaNLySWaqq
https://www.facebook.com/patrick.mailata
https://www.facebook.com/sharna.athenaday


TRF  JB Graduation 2013 Dinner 


